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l . § . 
In this section we recall some important notions and results in the theory of rela-
tional data base needed in subsequent sections. 
In this paper, when we talk about a set of tuples the word relation is used while 
talking about structural description of sets of tuples we use the word relational schema 
[1]. With this approach a relation is an instance of a relational schema. 
A relation on the set of attributes Q= {Alt A2, ..., A„} is a subset of the cartesion 
product Dom ( ^ ^ X D o m (^4 2 )X . . .XDom (A„) where Dom (A,) — the domain of 
Ai — is the set of possible values for that attribute. The elements of the relation are 
called tuples and will be denoted by (t). 
A constraint involving the set of attributes {Ax, A2, ..., A„] is a predicate on the 
collection of all relations on this set. A relation R(Alt A2, ..., A„) obeys the constraint 
if the value of the predicate for R is "true". 
We shall restrict ourselves to the case of functional dependencies. 
A functional dependency (abbr. FD) is a sentence denoted a: X-— Y where a is 
the name of the functional dependency and Z a n d Y are sets of attributes. A functional 
dependency a: X— Y holds in R (Q) where X and Y are subsets of Q, if for every 
tuple u and v^R, u[X] = v[X] implies u[Y] = v[Y] (u[X] denotes the projection of the 
tuple u on I ) . 
Let F be a set of functional dependencies. A relation R defined over the attribu-
tes Q= {Ax, A2, ..., A„} is said to be an instance of the relational schema S = (Q, F) 
iff each functional dependency o£F holds in R. 
There are inference rules — Armstrong's axioms — which can be applied to 
deriving further functional dependencies from F, and they are listed below. The 
system of Armstrong's rules is complete in the sense of Ullman [3]. 
Armstrong's axioms.1 
For every X,Y,Z<g Q, 
1 In fact we used here a system of axioms which is equivalent to that of Armstrong. 
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Al. (Reflexivity): if YQX then X-+Y. 
A2. (Augmentation): if X^Y then XUZ^YUZ. 
A3. (Transitivity): if X-*Y and 7 - Z then X-Z. 
From the Armstrong's axioms it is easy to prove the following inference rules: 
Union rule: if X-Y and X-Z then X-YUZ. 
Decomposition rule: if X-~ Y and ZczY then Z—Z. 
Let F be a given set of FDs. The closure F+ of F is the set of FDs which can 
be derived from F through Armstrong's inference rules. 
It is shown in [3] that 
(X ~Y)£F+ X + 
where 
Z + = {AAX ^ A^F+) 
is the closure of X w.r.t. F. 
There is a linear-time algorithm, proposed by Beeri and Bernstein [4], for comput-
ing the closure X+ of a given set X (w.r.t F) : 
1) Establish the sequence Xm, Xm, ..., as follows: 
X° = X. 
Suppose X ^ is computed then 
^(¡+D = ^ ( o u Z ( 0 
where 
Z « = U Yj 
(Xj^Yj)£F 
2) In view of the construction, it is obvious that 
^ Q Ar(2) Q ... 
Since Q is a finite set, there exists a smallest non negative integer t such that 
* ( ' ) = x < ' + 1 > 
3) We have X+=X«>. 
Keys of a relational schema. 
Let iS—(i2, F) be a relational schema and let X be a subset of Q. 
X is a key of S if it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) ( X * Q ) £ F + , 
(ii) B A " c J : (.X' - Q)£F+. 
The subset X which satisfies only (i) is called a super key of S. 
In the following, instead of ( X - » Y ) £ F + , we shall write X^—Y. 
r 
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2.§. 
Let S = ( Q , F ) be a relational schema, where 
Q = {Alt A2, ..., A„}, 
F = {Lj - RJi = 1, 2, .... k; L f , g fl}. 
Let us denote 
k k 
L = 1J U and R = U J?,. 
¡=1 i=1 
Without loss of generality, in this paper we assume that 
X,,nJ?i = 0, i = l , 2, ..., k. 
(Results without this assumption can be found in [5], [6].) We have the following 
lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let S= (Q, F) be a relational schema. 
If A e L and X ^ Y then 
Proof. From the algorithm for computing the closure*"1" of * w.r.t. F ( see 1. §.) 
it is easy to prove by induction that if A£X then ( * \ / 4 ) + is equal either to X+ 
or to ( * + V t ) . 
_Qn the other hand, X^—Y implies YQX+. 
Hence Y\A. g 
(i) The case ( * V 0 + = X + . From Y\A^X+\A, it is clear that 
Y\A g* + = (X\A)+. 
Hence 
X\A Y\A. 
(ii) The case (X\A)+=X+\A. 
From Y \ v l g X + N v 4 , it is obvious that 
Y\A g ( * V i ) + = X+\A. 
Hence 
*V1 Y\A. 
Lemma 2. Let S=(Q,F)' be a relational schema, XQ Q. If A£X and 
* V* -iv A then * is not a key of 
Proof. By the hypothesis of the lemma, 
A. 
On the other hand, it is obvious that 
* V I * V f . 
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Applying the union rule, we obtain 
X. 
Since A£X then showing that X is not a key. 
We are now in a position to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let S—(Q,F) be a relational schema and X a key of S. 
Then 
Q\R g X g (Q\R) U (L n R). 
Proof. We shall begin with showing that 
Q\R g X. 
First we observe that I + Q I U i ? . Since X is a key, obyiously X+ = Q. 
Hence X U R - Q. This implies that 
Q\R g X. 
It remained to show that: 
Z g ( f l V O U a n / ? ) . (1) 
It is clear that 
X g Q = (Q\R) U (L fl R) U (R\L). (2) 
To obtain (1), it is therefore sufficient to prove that 
X(~}(R\L) = 0. 
Assume the contrary. Then, there would exist an attribute A£X, A£R and Al^L. 
Since AT is a key, we have A"—- Q. Since A~^L, we refer to Lemma 1 to deduce 
On the other hand, from A~£L and L g i 2 , we have LQQ\A. Hence Q\A—~L. 
Applying the transitivity rule for the sequence X \ A Q \ A —+ L—~R—~A 
(since A£R) we obtain 
X V l - i - , 4 with A£X. 
By virtue of Lemma 2, this contradicts the hypothesis that X is a key. 
Thus we have proved that if Xis a key, then XC\(R\L)=0. 
From (2) we deduce that 
JTg (i2\/?)U(Lf]7?). 
The proof is complete. 
Remark 1. Theorem 1 can be deduced from Lemma 6 in Bekessy's and Demetro-
vics' paper [9]. Here another formal proof has been given. Theorem 1 is illustrated 
by Fig. 1, where X is an arbitrary key of the relational schema S = (Q, F). 
In view of Theorem 1, it is seen that the keys of S = ( Q , F ) are different only oh the 
attributes of LC\R. In other words, if A\ and X2 are two different keys of S, then 
Xj\X2 cL(~)R and X2\Xx czLDR. 
Let F) denote the set of all keys of S=(Q, F), and Ef{Z) — the maxi-
mal cardinality Sperner system on a set Z [7]. 
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As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and results in [8], [9], we have the 
following corollaries. 
Corollary 1. Let S=(Q, F) be a relational schema. Then 
# J f (ß, F) s» # Sf (L Pi R) = C ^ 2 1 
where h = #(LC\R). 
Corollary 2. Let S=(Q, F) be a relational schema, and X a key of S. 
Then 
# (Q\R) s # X ^ # (Q\R)+ # (LHR). 
Corollary 3. Let S=(Q, F) be a relational schema. 
If R\L^0 then there exists a key X such that X^Q (non trivial key). 
Corollary 4. Let S = (Q, F) be a relational schema. 
If Lf]R=9 then # j f ( ß , F) = l and Q\R is the unique key of S. 
Theorem 2. Let S = ( Q , F ) be a relational schema, where 
LV\R = {Ah, Ah, ..., Ath} g {Ax, A2 A„} = Q. 
Let us define ü:(1) = ( ß \ i ? ) U ( Z , n « ) , 
( + ) " W ( 0 if K(i)\AuA* Al{ 
with i = 1, 2, ..., h. 
Then K(h +1) is a key of S=(Q, F). 
Proof. We shall begin with showing that 
^ ( ¿ + 1 ) ^ ^ ( 0 . 
Two cases can occur: 
a) If K{i)\At.^Ah then from the definition of K(i+1) we have K(i+l) = 
=K{i) and it is obvious that 
K{i +1) K(i). 
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b) If K(i)\At{^*Atl, we have 
*(< + !) = m\A„. 
On the other hand, it is obvious that 
K(i)\Au. 
Applying the union rule, we get: 
K(i)\A„-t* K(i). 
Therefore 
So we have: 
From the above definition of K(i+1) it is clear that 
K(h + l) g K(h) g . . . g K(l). 
We are now in a position to prove the theorem. As an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 1, ^ ( l ) = ( i 2 \ R ) U ( / ? f U ) is a superkey of (Q, F>. On the other hand 
/£(/2 + 1 ) 1 ) showing that K(h+]) is a superkey. To complete the proof, it 
remains to show that + is a key. _ _ 
Were it false, there would exist a key X such that X<zK(h+l), and using the 
result of Theorem 1 we find 
Q\R g XaK(h + l) g ( i 2 \ f l )U(Ln i? ) 
clearly, there exist _ 
with 1 S i = fi. 
From the definition of X ( / + l ) , we find K ( i ) \ A , t ^ A t l . Since K ( h + \ ) Q K ( i ) 
it follows that K(h+l)\Al{^Alt. On the other hand XQK(h+l)\A,r There-
fore X^-A which conflicts with the fact that X is a key of (Q, F). 
The proof is complete. 
It is natural to ask whether the results formulated in Theorem 1 can be improved. 
The answer is in the affirmative as the following lemmas and theorems show. 
Lemma 3. Let S=(Q, F) be a relational schema and X a key of S. Then 
A r n J Rn(Z, \ /? ) + = 0. 
Proof. Suppose it were not so then there would exist on attribute A such that 
AtXf]RC](L\R)+, thus A£X, A£R and L\R^A. Since A£R, it follows 
that A£(L\R). 
On the other hand, it is clear that 
L\R g Q\R. 
Taking Theorem 1 into account we get 
L\R g Q\R g X. 
Thus 
L\R g X\A (since AiL\R). 
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Evidently where A£X. 
By Lemma 2, this contradicts the hypothesis that X is a key of S. The proof is com-
plete. 
We define a(L, R)=(L\R)+ f l (£[")«) . 
It is clear that a(L, R)Q(L\R)+O.R. 
From this: XC\a{L, R)=®. 
Combining with Theorem 1, the following theorem is obvious. 
Theorem 3. Let S=(Q, F) be a relational schema, and X a key of S. Then: 
(Q\R) E l i (Q\R)U((L(1 R)\a(L,R)). 
Here is an example where a(L, R)^0. 
Example 1. £2= {A, B, H, G, Q, M, N, V, W} 
F = {A B, B H, G - £, V - W, W - V} 
From this we have 
L = ABGVW; R = BHQVW, L<T\R = BVW\ 
L\R = AG; (L\R) + = AGBHQ 
a(L, R) = (L\R)+C](LC\R) = {5} * 0. 
Remark 2. It is worth noticing that (Q\R)+=(Q\(LliR))U(L\R)+. 
Therefore, if X is a key of S then obviously: 
xr\Rf](Q\R)+ = xr\RC\(L\R)+ = 0 
and 
(£2\R) U {(L D R)\(Q\R) +} = (Q\R) U {(L fl R)\a (L, R)}. 
Remark 3. Using Theorem 3, Corollaries 1, 2, 3 deduced from Theorem 1 
above, can be improved, as well. 
3. §. 
Based on Theorems 1 and 2, we now propose some algorithms for the key find-
ing and key recognition problem. 
It is worth recalling that: 
(i) X is a superkey of S=(Q, F) iff X+ = Q, 
(ii) X^Y iff YQX+. 
Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm for finding one key of the relational schema S=(Q, F) where 
Q = {Ax, A2, ..., A„}, 
F = {Li - RJi = 1, 2, fc; Lh g i2}, 
L=\JLi, R= U Ri, 
i=l ¡=1 
LOR = {Ah,Ati, ...,A,J. 
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Example 2. i " < 
The following example illustrates the performance of the Algorithm 1. 
Let S=(Q, F) be a relation scheme with 
Q = {A, B, C, D, E, G} 
and 
F= {B - C, C-~B, A - GD}: 
From this we have 
L = BCA, R = BCGD, 
j Q\R = EA, LOR = BC. 
Since (Q\R)+=(EA)+=EAGD^Q, (Q\R) is not a key of S=(Q, F). From the 
block (3), the algorithm begins with the superkey X—EABC. With Ah=B and 
A,2=C, we have the sequence 
X := X\{B} = EAC-, (EAC)+ = EACBGD = Q, 
X := A-\jc} = EA; (EA) + = EAGD ^ Q, 
X := Z U {C} = EAC;' X := EAC, 
We obtained a key of S, being X=EAC. 
Similarly, if we start with the same superkey 
X = EABC 
but with Ah = C and AH=B, then after the termination of Algorithm 1, we obtain 
another key of the relational schema S—(Q, F), being EAB. 
Algorithm 2. 
Algorithm for finding one key of the relational schema S—(Q, F) included in 
a given superkey X. 
Suppose that X is a key included in X. 
Then XQX. 
On the other hand, from Theorem 1: 
Q\R Q l i (Q\R)U(Lr\R). 
Therefore _ 
X £ (i3\i?)U(Zn(Z ,ni?)). 
Thus we can start with the superkey 
(Q\R)U(xr\(LC]R)) 
for finding a key included in a given superkey X. 
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It is easily seen that Algorithm 2 is similar to Algorithm 1 but block @ is repla-
ced by the assignment 
X (Q\R) U (ATI (L D R)) 
with XC\(Lr\R)~{Atl, Att, ..., A,t} and there are, in addition, some non signifi-
cant modifications. 
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Algorithm 3. 
Algorithm for recognition whether a given subset X (XQQ) is a key of 5 = 
<0, f >• 
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Remark 4. The Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 can easily be improved using Theorem 3. 
Lemma 4. Let S = ( Q , F ) be a relational schema. 
Then 
GHR = Q, 
where G= H ^ is the intersection of all keys of S. 
X (€3R<N,F> 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that for each A£R there exists a key X of 5" such 
that ATX. 
In fact, from A£R we deduce that A belongs to some Ri- Consider the functio-
nal dependency 
Li-^Ri, (LiC\Ri = 0) 
therefore 
A~ J 
It is easily seen that: 
Q 
and 
A£Li U {&\(Lj U R^}, 
showing that Z, U U /?,)} is a superkey of S. This superkey includes a key X 
such that A eX. 
From this G(1R=0. 
Theorem 4. Let S=(Q, F) be a relational schema. Then 
G = Q\R. 
Proof. As an immediate consequence of Lemma 4 we have 
G g Q\R. 
On the other hand it is easily seen by Theorem 1 that 
Q\R g G. 
Hence 
G = Q\R. 
The proof is complete. 
In most cases it is easier to compute than to compute first all keys directly 
and take their intersection. 
Theorem 5. Let S = ( Q , F ) be a relational schema satisfying the following 
condition 
y^RiOL^ 9=>LiC\R = 0). 
Then S has exactly one key and Q\R is this unique key. 
Proof. Let C=Q\(LUR). Since L-*R, consequently 
Z . U C - ! - X U C U ^ = Q. 
Let /={ i ,H ,nz , ; *0} . 
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Evidently 
UL,nÄ = 0 (3) iil 
and 
LHR S U Rt- (4) 
iei 
It is obvious that 
u I H A 
On the other hand we have 
U A - U-^i-
From (4), clearly 
U Lt-Z- LOR. 
iei 
From (3) we have 
U Lt g L\R. 
izl 
Hence 
L\R-i- (J LClR. 
From this we get 
L\R (L\R) \J(LC\R). 
That is L\R—-L. 
Using LÖC—-Q, we have 
Evidently (L\R)ÖC=Q\R is a superkey of S. By Theorem 1, S=(Q, F> 
has (Q\R) as the unique key. 
Theorem 6. Let S=(Q, F) be a relational schema, X a superkey of S. 
If ATli?=0 then X is the unique key of S. 
Proof. From XT) R=&, it is obvious that XQ Q\R. Since X is a superkey of S, 
there exist a key X Q X . Using Theorem 1, clearly 
(Q\R) c l g i g (Q\R) 
showing that Q\R is the unique key of S. 
Theorem 7. Let S=(Q, F) be a relational schema and X a superkey. 
Then X is a unique key of S iff XHR=Q. 
Proof. The sufficiency of this theorem is essentially Theorem 6. We have only 
to prove the necessity. Let X be the unique key of S=(Q, F). Assume the contrary 
that XC\R?i<d. Then we should have AdXilR. _ 
_Evidently AjiR and A£X. In view of Lemma 4, there exists a key X such that 
AiX. Thus X, X are different keys of S, which contradicts the condition that X is 
the unique key of S. 
Theorem 8. Let S=(Q, F) be a relational schema and let A£ Q satisfies the 
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following conditions: for all L„ 
( i ) A£L-T => L \ A A, a n d 
(ii) A£Li => A£L? . 
Then A is a non prime attribute, that is A^H, where 
H= u Xf 
X,tX(fl,F) 
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume the contrary that A£H. Then 
there would exist a key X of S such that A£X, and an Lf such that Ltg X. 
(i) If A£Li then by the hypothesis of the theorem, we have 
L \ A A. 
Consequently 
L \ A A 
which, by Lemma 2, contradicts the fact that X is a key of S. 
(ii) If A~£Li then by the hypothesis of the theorem, we have . 
Since A^Li, consequently 
LT g X \ A . 
Hence 
A 
which contradicts the fact that X is a key of S. 
Thus AT If- The proof is complete. 
Example 3. 
Q = {A1} A2, A3, A4, AS, AE} and 
F — { A T A 3 A S ; A3AI-*A1AE; A ^ A G — A2A4}. 
It is easy to verify that A5 satisfies all conditions of Theorem 8. Therefore A^H. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we investigate some characteristic properties of a given relational schema S= 
= (SI, F), in particular the necessary conditions under which a subset X of Q is a key. 
Basing on these results, some effective algorithms are proposed for the key finding problem and 
key recognition problem. Moreover, a simple explicit formula is given for computing the intersec-
tion of all keys of S, as well as sufficient conditions for which a relational schema has exactly one key, 
and a criterion for which an attribute is a non prime one. 
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